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Office Romance
37% of workers have dated a coworker
33% of those relationships led to marriage
1 in 4 office romances dated a superior
17% of office romances involved at least one person who was
married
• More than 2 in 4 employees don’t know whether their
company has a dating policy in place

•
•
•
•

Romance Concerns
• Sexual Harassment
– Unwelcome advances
– Post break‐up nightmares
– Quid Pro Quo
• Retaliation
• In‐Office Shenanigans
• FMLA?
– More on this later
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Killing the Mood
•

•

Office Romance Policies
– Specifics depend on your company’s culture, industry, and local laws
• Permitting relationships between supervisors and subordinates is not a
good idea
• Prohibiting dating among peers is more difficult to police
• Consider a “Love Contract” to reduce risk
– Implement, train, and enforce
– Provide procedure to complain about a supervisor’s unwelcome conduct to
someone other than the supervisor
– Be specific: harassment (electronic or otherwise) based on sex is prohibited; if
your employees suffer or observe harassment they must report it; harassment
and retaliation against anyone in connection with a complaint will result in
discipline, up to and including termination; and sending sexually
suggestive/explicit messages and pictures via email, text messages, and other
social networking sites is forbidden, no matter when the messages are sent –
on or off the clock, on a personal device or a company device
Record retention policies
– Do you include text messages?

Let’s Talk about Sex(ts)
• Sexting can be impossible to police unless an employee reports it
• NYPD sued for $30 million for inappropriate sexts sent by supervisor
• Fry’s Home Electronics‐ $2.3 million settlement with the EEOC after
assistant manager frequently sent sexually explicit text messages
• Monterey Gourmet Foods ‐ $535,000 settlement with the EEOC after
supervisor sent sexts, in addition to unwanted physical touching
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Emoji Madness
• Emoji: “a small digital image or icon used to express an idea, emotion,
etc., in electronic communication.”
• 76% of Americans admit to having used emoji combinations in workplace
communications
• Keep emojis on your radar for potential issues
• While emojis may seem harmless and fun – they can quickly cross the
line.
– It all depends on the receiver’s interpretation of the emoji

Imagine This
• Dave’s family and medical leave is set to expire tomorrow. The HR
Manager texts Dave’s supervisor to discuss next steps. Here is the
exchange:

• The company terminates Dave’s employment.
• Dave sues, alleging violations of the ADA and FMLA, and uses this text as
evidence.
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Or This
• Joey has intermittent FMLA for migraines.
• Joey’s supervisor gets frustrated with his continued absences and
complains about it with her co‐worker via text.

• Joey’s supervisor ends up terminating his employment for performance
issues.
• Joey sues under the FMLA, claiming that his supervisor terminated him
because the supervisor was annoyed with his FMLA use, and this text
message is produced in discovery.

Or This
• Alison is a new employee with All‐Star Staffing. Within the
first few months of her employment, she comes to HR with
complaints that her co‐worker is hitting on her.
• HR follows up with the co‐worker, who denies any
harassment.
• Later, after Alison has quit and filed a lawsuit, this text is
discovered on the co‐worker’s phone.
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Pornography
• 25% of working adults admit to look at pornography at work
• 70% of all pornography access occurs between 9:00am and 5:00pm
• 2/3 of Human Resource Professionals discovered pornography on employee
computers
• 28% of surveyed workers downloaded sexually explicit content from the web
while on the job

NSFW

Leave Your Porn at Home
• Employee handbooks should establish a strict “no porn” policy.
– Include that viewing, sending or receiving porn, on company property,
whether or not during work hours and whether on a personal device
or a company‐owned device, is prohibited and can be considered
sexual harassment.
– Include non‐retaliation for reporting the work time porn proclivity of
others.
• Keep your email and browser filters up to date.
• Include pornography in your electronic use policy too.
• Be specific in training.
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What do you do with the porn?
• Yikes! You’ve uncovered porn on an employees’ computer. What do you
do?
– Involve upper management and legal counsel
– Preserve the evidence
• Do not forward, delete or try to erase the material
– Evaluate the porn
– Decide what to do with the employee
• Suspend pending investigation
• Discipline/Termination
• Do I need to contact the police?
– If you suspect the pornography involves a minor – STOP EVERYTHING
AND IMMEDIATELY CALL THE POLICE

Wild and Wonderful World of
Social Media
•

Breeding grounds for…
– Gossip
– Cyber‐bullying
– Harassment
– Fraud
– The list goes on….

•

Facebook
– Nearly 50% of active internet users have FB account
– 1 billion users

•

YouTube
– 24 hours of video content uploaded every minute
– More popular than cable television

•

Instagram
– Every second, 8000 discrete users like a photo
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Proceed with Caution
•

Statutory Protections
– Federal laws prohibit unauthorized access to, or interception of,
electronic information

•

Common Law Concerns
– Invasion of Privacy/Intrusion upon Seclusion

•

Employment Concerns
– Third party concerns
• Defamation, Misappropriation of Trade Secrets, Negligent
Hiring or Retention
– Discrimination/Retaliation
• TMI
• Inconsistent Searches/Methods
• Inconsistent Outcomes
– NLRB Issues
• “Protected Concerted Activity”

Be on the Lookout
•
•
•

•

•

TMI concerns – employees often use social media to discuss protected
classes
Posts, comments, and other messages may contribute to a “hostile work
environment”
Blakey v. Continental Airlines, Inc., 751 A.2d 538 (N.J. 2000)
– Reversed summary judgment for employer on a HWE claim
– An electronic bulletin board might not have a physical location within
the workplace, but it may have been so closely related to the workplace
environment, that continuation of harassment on the bulletin board
should be regarded as part of the workplace; if employer has notice
that employees engage in retaliatory harassment toward another
employee, employer has a duty to remedy the harassment
Employer/Supervisor Posts
– Calling employees “liabilities”
– Getting drawn into arguments online
It’s fertile ground for sexual advances and shenanigans
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Reducing Your Risk
• Draft and implement a policy for
employee use of social media –
ensure compliance with NLRB’s
guidance
• Establish internal guidelines for
monitoring employee use of social
media

Handling Office Scandals
• Be discrete
– No matter how juicy the story – keep the investigation
under wraps
• Be professional
– Don’t make the investigation more uncomfortable or
awkward than it needs to be
• Be thorough
– As always, take good notes and be thorough in
investigating how the policy has been enforced
• Use the words
– Don’t shy away from the topic at hand
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Scandal Prevention
• Training is key!
– Don’t assume your employees know what discrimination
and harassment entails
• “I like blondes not brunettes” is not a defense
• Develop a process to independently monitor behaviors
– Having policies and procedures is not enough

You Can’t Make This
Stuff Up
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You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Ryan, an employee of Surf Shack, makes an offensive post on his personal
Facebook page about a customer.
– “I seen Maurice’s bougie ass walking kahului beach road … n****a
please!”
• Multiple employees comment on or like the post, including a comment
stating “run that faka over!!! lol.”
• The customer learns of the post and complains to management. Ryan and
the other employees are fired.
• Nonetheless, the customer sues, alleging negligence relating to
supervision, retention, and training of the employees.
How do you think this turned out?

You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Ed is an employee at TechCo.
• TechCo. discovered Ed was viewing sexually oriented chat room sites
online at work.
• When questioned by Human Resources, Ed claims that he has PTSD, which
manifests itself in addictive behavior – including a porn addiction.
• TechCo. Fires Ed for violating its policy prohibiting this type of conduct.

What do you think?
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You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Maple Ranch is a facility providing counseling and after‐school programs
for troubled youth.
• Maple Ranch just bought new cell phones for their supervisors and IT is
transferring the data from supervisors’ old phones to new phones.
• While transferring Josh’s data, IT finds sexts between Josh and one of the
17 year old girls who receives counseling at Maple Ranch.
• IT reports this to HR.

What do you do?

You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• It is well‐known around the office that Ted, the office manager, regularly
makes fat jokes, intentionally passes gas, regularly uses profanity.
• Mindy finds Ted’s conduct highly offensive and takes it personally.
• Mindy comes to HR and alleges that Ted is doing these things around her
because she is female and in retaliation because she’s complained about
him before.
Are you concerned?
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You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Justine and Chris, a married couple, both work at Orange & Co.
• They’ve been fighting, in part because Justine has is having an affair with
Phil, who also works at Orange & Co.
• Justine and Phil also have a fight, and she has a one‐night stand with Jeff,
another Orange & Co. employee.
• Miracle of miracles, Justine is pregnant.
• Phil, the boyfriend, is the father.
Who gets Family Medical Leave?

You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Caitlin is a supervisor at Classic Automotive.
• Caitlin has been exchanging sexually explicit text messages, photos, and
videos with her manager over a 10 month period.
• Caitlin did not report these exchanges to her employer as harassment,
despite Classics’ policy providing for reporting of sexual harassment.
• Caitlin’s husband finds the text messages and reports them to the Classics.
• Classic’s immediately fires Caitlin, and she sues claiming hostile work
environment and sexual harassment.
Do you have a defense?
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You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Mandy, a social worker, hears a rumor that Valerie and Andrew, two night‐
shift employees are having sex on her desk when the facility is practically
empty at night. This greatly upsets her.
• Mandy is also upset because the Company’s security guard is consistently
subjecting her to intrusive pat downs and continually making sexually
charged comments to her, such as “your butt in those jeans will cause a
riot.”
• Mandy has made complaints to Human Resources about these issues,
claiming a hostile work environment.
• Later, Mandy found herself under investigation for having an affair with a
superior, Aaron. Ironically, part of the investigation reveals that she and
Aaron were also having sex at work, on Aaron’s desk.
Is there a hostile work environment? What do you do?

You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Jonathan is a supervisor at FillerUp gas station.
• His employee, Monica, comes into his office one day, complaining about
her breasts hurting (in more colorful language) and asks Jonathan to feel
them.
• Of course, Jonathan, on camera, feels Monica’s breasts.
• Monica sues, claiming sexual harassment.
• Jonathan has a great defense ….
How do you prevent this scenario in the future?
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You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Hotel employee, Mike, commented “Slut” on a popular feminist writer’s
Facebook page from his own personal Facebook page.
• The writer noticed that Mike listed the Hotel as his employer, and called
Hotel to report the behavior.
• Hotel terminated Mike’s employment.
What would you have done?

You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
• Brandon is a bi‐racial employee at Burgers & Shakes who also has delayed
motor and speech skills.
• Two of his co‐workers harassed him by using racial slurs, calling him
“Radio” and even dumping a milkshake on his head.
• Most of the harassment occurred on social media, including tweeting to
Brandon, “the white way is the right way.”
• The Company never checked into the employees’ personal social media
accounts.
• Eventually, Brandon quit because he was afraid to come to work, and sued
the Company.

How would you have handled this differently?
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You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joe and Laura are a husband and wife team running a law firm, J&L.
J&L hire Eve, an African‐American woman, as a secretary, who is soon promoted to
office manager.
Joe and Eve have a 5‐year affair.
Two years after the break‐up, Joe informs Eve that Laura is out to get her and she
should look for another job.
A few weeks later, J&L Hire a white woman, 10 years younger than Eve to assume
her duties.
Eve files a charge of discrimination based on age and race, attaching emails
between her and Joe which suggest he knew this was a “race” thing.
Joe is upset and fires Eve, telling her that he would have given her severance if not
for that “awful EEOC charge.”

Yikes. What could this employment attorney have done differently?

Anne McNab
amcnab@fbtlaw.com
614‐559‐7203
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Drugs & Alcohol
•

According to OSHA, 10‐20% of American workers who die at work have a
positive result when tested for drugs or alcohol

•

Of total drug users in the U.S., 74.8 percent are employed and active in the
workplace — this means that 12.9 million individuals actively use drugs in the
workforce

•

38 to 50 percent of all workers’ compensation claims are related to substance
abuse in the workplace; substance abusers file three to five times as many
workers’ compensation claims

•

Substance abusers incur 300 percent higher medical costs than non‐abusers

•

Substance abusers are 2.5 times more likely to be absent eight days or more a
year

Tackling Drugs & Alcohol at Work
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make reasonable cause determination
– Observe, confirm, document, test
– Do not accuse
– Keep it private
– Keep it timely
Always get medical attention first if needed
Request drug or alcohol test
Advise employee of right to Union representation (If necessary)
– Union representation must be present
If applicable, conduct interview with employee – get their side of the story
– Have a witness
Have a plan if they walk off and refuse (and get into a car???)
Document everything
Advise employee HR will follow‐up
Be prepared to be surprised
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Legal Pitfalls
Be sure to safeguard employees’ confidentiality
Ensure the policy is clearly communicated
Establish procedures to investigate alleged violations
Provide due process and ample opportunity for response to
allegations
• If testing is included, ensure quality control and confirmation of
positive tests
• Conform to union contracts, if applicable
•
•
•
•
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